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Abstract
Electronic Medical Records are important to manage health 
data and save lives to improve the quality of service in 
hospitals. Clinical medical records contain a wealth of 
information, largely in free-text form. This paper proposes a 
generic framework to semi-automatically extract and mine 
data from clinical note, automatically learn patterns for each 
physician’s clinical notes, and automatically populate EMR 
databases for multi users. In this paper, we also develop a 
web-based system with a relational database to 
automatically store data from MEDical Information 
Extraction (MedIE) system that extracts and mines a variety 
of patient information with breast complaints from semi-
structured clinical records.  
1. Introduction 
Patient medical records contain a wealth of 
information that can prove invaluable for the conduct 
of clinical research.  Clinical records are largely 
maintained in free-text form. Thus, a reliable and 
efficient method to extract structured information for 
future data mining from free-text using information 
extraction techniques may greatly benefit research 
endeavors. Manual processing of patient information 
into a database is subject to errors and may not always 
maintain objectivity, as well as being prohibitively 
expensive.  These are some reasons why electronic 
medical records have yet to be widely adopted in 
medical practice.  
This paper proposes a generic framework to extract 
and mine data from clinical notes prepared by many 
medical doctors. This work is in the line of our 
previous work [1, 2]. In the previous work, we 
extracted and mined data from clinical notes, but did 
not populate an EMR database automatically. The 
previous work is related to extracting and mining data 
from clinical notes prepared by a single medical doctor. 
In this paper, we implement a system that 
automatically populates an EMR database from data 
extracted and mined from clinical notes prepared by a 
single medical doctor. 
We explain the development of extracting 
information, discovering knowledge, and building a 
database to store Electronic Medical Records (EMR) 
that accurately identify desirable information from 
transcribed consultation notes. A total of 125 separate 
initial consultation notes were processed and mined by 
our system.  In our previous work [1], results were 
then compared to a medical student's independent 
manual processing of the same 125 consultation notes.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 presents 
information extraction from clinical notes for a single 
physician. Section 4 explains the database and user 
interface design and population. In section 5 we 
present a generic framework to build an EMR database 
for muli-users (i.e., multiple physicians). A short 
conclusion ends the article. 
2. Related Work 
A lot of research related to extracting data from 
web and text is accomplished using wrappers, which 
basically provide an interface for extracting 
information from Web pages [3] [4] [5] [6]. A 
Wrapper finds out the structure of underlying data for 
each data source.  Then the Wrappers are used to 
extract instances from data sources.  Therefore how to 
build the wrapper is the main point of view in this 
research.
Ashish and Knoblock in [4] creates wrappers for 
structured Web pages from individual data sources. 
They use several HTML tags to find out section 
headings of Web pages. They also find out the 
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hierarchical structure of Web pages using simple 
heuristic rules, such as font size and indentation. The 
drawback of their approach is that if Web pages 
change their format, their approach does not work or 
they should provide a different set of HTML tags to 
identify section headings. Their approach is too brittle 
because it depends on specific HTML tags too much 
and uses simple rules that fit only specific Web page 
formats. Kushmerick et al. in [5] introduces wrapper 
induction, which automatically creates wrappers by 
generalizing from examples. To label examples, they 
use an "oracle", which consists of a recognizer. 
Actually the recognizer contains terms for the 
attributes and can be used across domains, because 
they contain domain-independent terms. For example, 
a recognizer has company names. They use their own 
algorithms to learn the structure of input instances and 
create wrappers, so that the wrapper can extract data 
from a new similar type of input pages. This work 
mainly extracts information from tabular forms. Their 
work can handle both text pages and html pages. 
The wrapper approach has problems when the 
underlying structure changes. Especially our work is to 
build a system for extracting and mining data from 
clinical notes created by multiple physicians. Therefore 
the underlying structures of clinical notes are various. 
With this reason, the wrapper approach is not 
appropriate for our work. On the other hand, the 
NoDoSE system in [3] is an interactive tool to 
determine the structure of documents semi-
automatically and requires user-defined schemas in 
advance and user interaction to select an interesting 
region for data extraction based on the given schema. 
After a user selects an interesting small region, 
NoDoSE mines the selected region and infers the 
grammar for the structure of the region. Then NoDoSE 
is loaded with the same type of files, identifies similar 
regions automatically and extracts data from plain text 
files using the inferred grammar. Our work was 
inspired from the NoDoSE approach. 
One line of research related to ours is Named Entity 
Recognition (NER) in free-text. Though most NER 
methods cannot handle medical terms directly, their 
concepts, such as pattern matching, can be borrowed. 
General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) [7] 
uses patterns written in regular expressions to 
implement all its components such as tokenization and 
named entity recognition. It also provides a Java 
Annotated Pattern Engine (JAPE) [8], by which users 
can extend the NER component to identify entities of 
interest. However, because medical terms are full of 
synonyms and morphologic variants, ontology is 
necessary to achieve high extraction accuracy. A 
research project, "Acquiring Medical and Biological 
Information from Text" (AMBIT) [9], led by a 
research group at the University of Sheffield, aims to 
build such a large database of medical terminology for 
information extraction from clinical records. In this 
particular project, we adopt Unified Medial Language 
System (UMLS) 
(http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/) as the 
domain ontology to identify concepts. 
Pattern-based template filling is a common 
technique for information extraction. AutoSlog [10], 
PALKA [11], CRYSTAL [12] and WHISK [13] can 
automatically induce linguistic patterns from training 
examples. However, supervised pattern learning is 
very expensive. Instead, we use an unsupervised 
approach, which makes use of the parsing results of 
link grammar parser [14], to extract a good portion of 
knowledge in the project.  
3. Text Mining for Clinical Notes
This section presents information extraction from 
clinical notes for a single physician. First we explains 
our methodologies to extract and mine clinical notes 
from a single physician. It consists of three steps: term 
identification, term association, and term classification. 
   First, our term identification is based on the publicly 
available ontology, Unified Medial Language System 
(UMLS)(http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/).
Medical term identification essentially belongs to the 
task of named entity recognition. However, medical 
terms are full of synonyms and morphologic variants. 
It is necessary to adopt an ontology (or dictionary) for 
high accuracy extraction of medical terms from clinical 
records. Medical terms are often multi-word phrases; 
therefore, it is not efficient to search all combinations 
of sequential words in the sentence through ontology. 
Instead, we use part of speech tagger [7] and ordered 
patterns to obtain a list of term candidates and then see 
if the candidate terms exist in the ontology. The 
approach is illustrated by the example of extracting 
past medical history. Ontology-based method for 
medical term extraction achieves high precision and 
recall. But it still fails to retrieve a portion of terms of 
interest simply due to the ontology incompleteness. 
We relieve the problem by guessing some terms based 
on the idea that elements in a parallel sentence 
structure should play the same role. An ontology-based 
approach for medical term identification is much better 
than general named entity recognition approaches in 
terms of precision and recall. However, it requires 
intensive searching, though we adopt ordered part of 
speech patterns to minimize the number of term 
candidates. 
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Second, The concept association is comprised of 
two steps. The first is identification of all concepts 
including diseases, symptoms, human body parts, 
persons, numbers, dates, etc. The second is the 
association of concepts. Extraction of persons, dates, 
and numbers is not difficult. In fact, most natural 
language processing (NLP) development tools, such as 
GATE [7], provide the module of named entity 
recognition modules, which annotate above-mentioned 
concepts in text with extremely high precision and 
recall. The concept association is achieved in two 
ways: pattern-based approach and graph-based 
approach. The major advantage of the pattern-based 
approach lies in its simplicity.  However, it is difficult 
to exhaust all patterns since the expression of natural 
language is so flexible. The graph-based approach 
utilizes the graph of the Linkage diagram obtained 
from Link Grammar parser [14]  
(http://www.link.cs.cmu.edu/link/). Link Grammar is 
an original sentence parser, producing not only a 
constituent tree as most parsers yield, but also a 
linkage diagram that consists of links between two 
words.
Last, term classification is accomplished by 
utilizing decision tree. Text classification is another 
type of information extraction tasks in our project. For 
high accuracy, an analytic NLP approach is 
recommended by most of the literature. Usually 
pattern-based semantic analysis would be performed to 
classify cases. However, the analytic approach highly 
demands large amounts of domain knowledge and is 
consequently difficult to generalize. Conversely, a 
machine learning technique does not depend on 
domain knowledge and the approach can easily be 
generalized. In this project, we employed an ID3-based 
decision tree [15] for categorical fields. According to 
information theory, Information Gain (Mutual 
Information) of the predictor and dependent variable is 
a good measure of the predictor’s discriminating 
ability. Thus, the ID3 decision tree is supposed to use 
less features than other decision tree algorithms. 
The performance (i.e., precision and recall) of 
information extraction using concept association is 86-
100% [1].  The performance of term classification is 
89-93.7% [1]. The precision of medical term extraction 
is 88-96.7% and its recall is 89-96.7% [1].   
The precision and recall for i-th patient are defined 
respectively as: 
Precision and recall for all cases, respectively, are 
defined as below: 
Where: 
ETruei: number of extracted true terms in i-th subject.  
ETotali: number of extracted terms in i-th subject. 
TInsti: number of total true terms in i-th subject. 
4. Database and User Interface Design 
    This section describes our database design and web-
based user interface design for our EMR database. The 
database is designed with nine tables for the data 
extracted from the clinical notes. The nine tables 
include patient, presentation, patient_history,  
past_surgical_history,  drug and alcohol use,  vitals, 
radiology, gynecologic_history, and breast_history 
with 39 attributes. For the attribute names in each 
table, National Cancer Institute Terminology 
Resources: NCI Thesaurus 
(http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/terminologyresou
rces). Our database was designed manually, but was 
populated automatically using Java Database 
Connectivity (JDBC) techniques. In this way, we can 
populate EMR database automatically. 








ETrueR  The use interface is designed to help users to update 
and display EMR data through the web interface. 
Figure 1 shows part of web-based user interface 
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    Also users can input and update data through the 
web-based user interface. Figure 2 shows the snapshot 
of data entry using the form.  As shown in red, when 
user tries to enter invalid format, the system will 
generate an error message to prompt the user to re-




PT_MENARCHE_AGEYR, PT_PREG_CT, and 
PREG_LIVEBIRTH_CT should be numeric. 
Figure 2. A Web-based user interface for data entry. 
5. A Generic Framework for EMR from 
Clinical Notes for Multiple Physicians 
A generic framework is proposed to generate EMR 
from clinical notes created by multiple physicians. The 
generic framework includes modules to semi-
automatically extract and mine data from clinical 
notes, automatically learn patterns for each physician’s 
clinical notes, and automatically populate EMR 
databases. Figure 3 shows the proposed generic 
framework. The work to build the generic infrastruc is 
an ongoing project. We current implemented part of 
the framework as explained in sections 3 and 4. 
Per physician, clinical notes are used for testing 
data. Here clinical notes from more than one physician 
are not mixed to input to annotation of concepts and 
instances. UMLS is used as an ontology for annotation 
of concepts. In the annotation of instances, we utilize 
methodologies such as term identification, graph-based 
concept association and decision tree techniques in 
section 3.  Once annotation of concepts and instances 
is completed for a single physician, the system requires 
that the physician review manually if her/his clinical 
notes are correctly annotated with concepts and their 
corresponding values. The reason to introduce user 
intervention is to increase the accuracy of learned 
patterns because the patterns will be automatically 
generated based on the annotations. The accuracy of 
learned patterns can be degraded if the annotation is 
not correct. The user can fix any incorrect annotation 
through graphic user interface (GUI) to improve the 
procedure of user intervention.
Per physician, patterns are automatically learned 
through machine learning and natural language 
processing techniques and stored in a database called 
RuleBase shown in Figure 3. The RuleBase contains 
patterns (or rules) for each physician. For the rules of 
each physician in the RuleBase, her/his clinical notes 
are used as testing data and can be automatically 
processed to populate EMRs.  
6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented the automatic population 
of an EMR database and proposed a generic 
framework to semi-automatically extract and mine data 
from clinical notes, automatically learn patterns for 
each physician’s clinical notes, and automatically 
populate EMR databases for multi-users. Our previous 
work [1, 2] was only for clinical notes from a single 
physician. The generic framework to build EMRs for 
clinical notes from multiple physicians is an ongoing 
project that is partially implemented as explained in 
this paper. 
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Figure 3. A generic framework to generate EMR from 
clinical notes prepared by multiple users (i.e., multiple 
physicians)
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